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Abstract 
 Efficiency in financial markets is tested by applying variance ratio (VR) tests, but 
unit root tests are also used by many, sometimes in addition to the VR tests.  There is a 
lack of clarity in the literature about the implication of these test results when they seem 
to disagree.  We distinguish between two different types of predictability, called 
„structural predictability‟ and „error predictability‟.  Standard unit root tests pick up 
structural predictability.  VR tests pick up both structural and error predictability.   
 
Key Words:  Weak Form Efficiency, Unit Root, Random Walk, Autocorrelation, 
Variance Ratio.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Efficiency in financial markets is typically formulated as unpredictability of 
market returns in excess of normal returns.  If share market returns are to be predictable, 
profit-seeking investors will exploit the opportunity until the predictability disappears.  
This is known as the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH).  Given a time series of stock 
prices tp , the rates of return can be measured as 1lnln  ttt ppr .  According to weak 
form market efficiency, the current rate of return on the stock cannot be predicted by past 
experience, e.g., the past rates of return.  Consider the regression of returns  
 tktkttt rrrr    ...22110  (1) 
where t  is an unpredictable error component.  The EMH in its weak form is represented 
in this regression by the null hypothesis,  
 0,...,0,0: 210  kH   (2)  
Under this hypothesis, returns ttr   0 , and stock prices are related as  
 ttt pp   10 lnln  (3) 
 
The series tpln  in equation 3 has a unit root.  A random walk process is a special 
case of a unit root process.  It is where error terms are independently and identically 
distributed iid .  In the context of the latter, the presence of serial correlation is the 
important dimension – it is a denial of weak form market efficiency.  Serial correlation 
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reflects predictability.  Other denials of iid  in the errors, such as heteroscedasticity, do 
not reflect predictability per se.   
 
Weak form market efficiency requires the absence of predictability using past 
information, that is, prices follow a unit root with uncorrelated errors.   Henceforth, the 
unit root process is called „structural predictability‟ and the correlation in the errors is 
called „error predictability‟.   
 
Unit roots are typically tested by an Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test or a 
Phillips-Perron (PP) test.  These tests do not test for correlation in errors.  Autocorrelation 
or its test consequences are indeed eliminated before they test for a unit root.  The ADF 
test controls for autocorrelation by including an adequate number of the lagged dependent 
variable in the test regression.  The PP test controls for both autocorrelation and 
heteroscedasticity by a non-parametric adjustment of the coefficient covariance matrix.  
Thus, the ADF/PP tests cannot strictly be viewed as a test of the efficient market 
hypothesis.  Campbell, Lo and MacKinlay (1997: 65) note: „… since there are also 
nonrandom walk alternatives in the unit root null hypothesis, tests of unit roots are 
clearly not designed to detect predictability …‟.   
 
Lo and MacKinlay (1988) propose the variance ratio (VR) test as a test of random 
walk.  However, the ADF/PP tests continue to be used on their own or alongside VR tests 
for the same purpose (e.g., Alimov et al. 2004; Asiri 2008; Hassan, Abdullah and Shah 
2007; Murthy, Washer and Wingender 2011; Narayan and Smyth 2004; Ozdemir 2008).  
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In many cases though, the VR test results contradict the ADF/PP test results.  Typically, 
VR tests reject a random walk in stock prices, but a unit root in stock prices is accepted 
by ADF and/or PP tests.   
 
Lo and MacKinlay (1988: 44) characterize the VR test as being „… sensitive to 
correlated price changes‟.  In this paper, we offer Monte Carlo evidence to show that the 
extreme sensitivity of VR tests to correlated price changes is the main reason for the 
seemingly divergent results obtained by researchers using both the ADF/PP and the VR 
tests.  If predictability of returns (non-random walk) arises entirely from an auto-
correlated error component, the VR test of a random walk is just a test of autocorrelation.  
In this sense, a VR test will pick up both „structural predictability‟ and „error 
predictability‟.     
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
The model ttt pp   10 lnln  is a random walk process (with drift) if the 
error t  is iid with mean zero and constant variance 
2 .  In this case, the variance of the 
q
th
 price change or difference ( qtttq ppp  lnlnln ) increases linearly with q , i.e., 
)lnvar()lnvar( ttq pqp  .  Hence, the variance ratio  
 
)lnvar(
)lnvar(
)(
t
tq
pq
p
qVR


  (4) 
will equal 1 for any q .  If the price changes tend to revert to the mean in the long run, 
then tpln  and qtp ln  would be negatively correlated for large q .  If so, the variance of 
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the q
th
 difference will increase less than linearly with q , i.e., )(qVR  is likely to be 
smaller than 1 for any 1q .  A value of the ratio significantly below 1 denies a random 
walk process, i.e., the price is not weak form efficient.   
 
Suppose we have a total of 1T  asset prices tp , i.e., a sample of T  asset returns 
tpln .  The sample mean of the returns is Tp
T
t
t /)ln(
ˆ
1
0 

 .  The variance ratio 
(Equation 4) is then estimated as  
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Stock returns are frequently found to be auto-regressively heteroscedastic (ARCH).  They 
are also typically found to be non-normal in distribution, with fat tails and a slight 
negative skew (i.e. more negative returns than positive ones).  Lo and MacKinlay (1988) 
offer a test statistic of )(qVR  which is robust to both heteroscedasticity and non-
normality.  The test statistic is  
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In the case of mean reversion, the statistic )(qz  would be negative for large q .  Under 
the null hypothesis of a unit root with uncorrelated changes, the statistic )(qz  is 
asymptotically standard normal for any q .   
 
Typical choices of q  are the even numbers increasing geometrically up to half of 
the sample size.  Chow and Denning (1993) propose an appropriate multiple variance 
ratio test whereby the random walk hypothesis cannot be rejected at 5% significance only 
if |)(| qzMax
q
 is smaller than )05.0,,( vkSMM , which is the critical value with a 5% 
upper tail area of the Studentized Maximum Modulus (SMM) distribution.  The 
parameters of this distribution are the number of variance ratios being compared ( k ) and 
the degrees of freedom ( kTv  ).  In our discussions below, this version of the VR test 
will be referred to as the VR-SMM test.  For v , the SMM critical values can be read 
off the standard normal table as )05.0,,( vkSMM  equals the standard normal critical value 
with an upper tail of ])05.01(1[5.0 /1 k .  For example, with seven choices of q  as in our 
experiments below, 7k  and 68.2)05.0,,7( SMM .  
 
MONTE CARLO EVIDENCE 
 
Let the data generating process (DGP) for the prices be:  
 ttt pp   10 lnln   (7) 
where 
 tttt ux 1    (8) 
and  
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 ttt vxx  
2
1
2 ln ln    (9) 
with tu  and tv  being independent )1,0(N  random variables.  The degree of serial 
correlation in errors t  is given by the coefficient  .  Conditional on the tx  values, 
heteroscedasticity of the ARCH type is allowed in the error term t  to reflect the time 
varying volatility thought to be present in most financial time series.     
 
The Monte Carlo results, presented in table 1, are based on four DGPs with 
heteroscedastic errors.  Autocorrelation in the errors is either absent ( 0 ) or set at one 
of the values 2.0or 1.0,05.0 .  The VR statistics are based on variance ratios 
calculated at the seven q  values 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128.   Since the maximum q  is 
typically chosen as half of the sample size, a sample of 257 ( 12128  ) values of the 
heteroscedasticity-causing x  variable is generated first, using equation 9 with 5.0 , 
11 x  and )1,0(~ Nv .  Conditional on these x  values, a sample of pln  values of size 
257 can be obtained using equations 7 and 8, with 005.00  , 10001 p and 01  .   
Such samples of pln  values are then replicated 10 000 times by random drawings of 
)1,0(~ Nu .   
Insert table 1 about here 
 
Given a nominal test size of 5%, empirical test sizes (i.e., percentage of rejection 
of a true null hypothesis in the given replications) are compared for the ADF, PP and VR 
tests.  As our sample size is very close to 250, the 5% critical value for that size ( 88.2 ) 
is used for the ADF/PP t-tests with a drift but no trend.     
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When errors are not correlated ( 0 ), all three tests in table 1 are for a unit root 
only.  Results for this case show that the ADF and PP tests have relative frequencies of 
type I error close to the nominal 5%, i.e., the true null hypothesis is rejected about as 
frequently as expected.  However, the VR-SMM test is quite conservative with this type 
of error, its empirical test size being less than half the nominal size.  For a given sample, 
reducing the probability of rejecting a true hypothesis increases the probability of 
accepting a false hypothesis.  Hence, as a test of unit root, the VR-SMM test is less 
powerful than the ADF/PP tests. 
 
More differences between the tests appear as autocorrelation increases even by 
small amounts (to 0.05, 0.1 or 0.2).  The null hypothesis continues to be that of a unit root 
for the ADF and PP tests in these cases.  The empirical test size remains below the 
nominal size at about 4% for the ADF test, but it gets smaller at higher autocorrelation 
for the PP test.  Thus, the ADF test performs better than the PP test in terms of remaining 
true to the nominal test size.   
 
For the VR-SMM test, the null hypothesis is that of a unit root with 0 .  
Clearly, the hypothesis, which is false when 2.0or  1.0 ,05.0 is rejected with a rapidly 
rising frequency as autocorrelation in the errors increases.  This is consistent with the 
interpretation that, even in the presence of a unit root, VR tests are able to reject a false 
hypothesis of unpredictability.  As a test of unpredictability, this advantage is lost in the 
ADF/PP methods, which are designed to test for a unit only.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
Our interpretations of the commonly used weak form market efficiency tests can be 
summarised as follows: 
1. When a unit root in tpln  is rejected (with or without auto-correlated errors in this 
series), so is EMH/random walk.  The implication is that stock prices are predictable. 
2. Acceptance of a unit root in tpln  indicates absence of structural predictability.   
Absence of predictability in tpln  arising from error predictability is not guaranteed.  
In other words, the presence of a unit root in stock prices is a necessary but not 
sufficient condition for weak form market efficiency.   
3. It is the acceptance of a random walk (unit root with iid  errors) that indicates 
absence of predictability of any kind as required by weak form market efficiency.   
 
An ADF or a PP test of a unit root can rule on the matter of structural predictability 
alone.  In contrast, a VR test of a random walk can assess predictability arising 
structurally and /or via auto-correlated errors.  If stock prices are predictable, at least 
partly owing to auto-correlated errors, a VR test result may contradict an ADF/PP test 
result.  For example, if there is no structural predictability but errors are correlated, an 
ADF/PP test will accept a unit root, while a VR test rejects a random walk.  If testing 
weak form market efficiency is the goal, then the choice is either (i) a VR test or (ii) a 
unit root test combined with a further test of error autocorrelation. 
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Table 1. Empirical test sizes with heteroscedastic price changes 
 
  Serial correlation 
Method Null hypothesis 0  05.0  1.0  2.0  
ADF Unit root 0.0427 0.0404 0.0408 0.0422 
PP Unit root 0.0503 0.0440 0.0378 0.0295 
VR-SMM Unit root and 0  0.0218 0.0479 0.1132 0.4323 
Note: Nominal test size = 0.05 
 
 
 
 
